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FINITE MODULES AND COl\ffiINTORICS

By JOSEPH NEGGERS

In other papers, e. g. [2J, we have been: interested in relatirig the stttic
ture of rings to' the stliIet1ite of' its modtdes:' In any case; this has proven to
be a successful procedure ih many circuriisulnces as is dear from 'myriad ex
amples in algebra. In this papet we .study' 'the folloWing problems.

Problem A: Suppose t4~t Ris a ring ~lth identity... Suppos~ furtherm()re
that fQr any positiv~ ~teger m, the. COP~OI) of iso:rp.orp~sm classes of left
unitary R-modules M such that M con~s m elem~ts is finite. Let AR de
note the function with domaiIi the poSitive mtegers such that AR(m) is this
number. Then describe general prQverti~~,9f th~; f.U!lc;tion AR~nd giy~ m~hods
by which AR may be determined.' d .., "".' .••.

Problem B: With the situation as in .Problem. A, determine t~ which extent
the ring R is known froin the function Ail; In' particUlar, iLk and S are
rings such that AR=AS' determine how Rand S may 'be related.

Roughly speaking, if R is the' type of ring mentioned in these problems,
then the question i~ to investigate how much is known about R from the
function AR and vice-versa. This is a problem. of great complexity as is clear
from the literature [r:!. 1, for references]. .indeed, great progrCB$ in this area
would be made if one could determine tQ.e class of finite indecomposable R
modules associated with a ring R. This is known to be a 'difficult problem.
Nevertheless progress can be made, as we intend to show in this Paper.

If R is a ring of the type discussed, thEm we shall call R a left-combinatorial
ring. In Theorem 9 we identity left combinatorW. rings.' It turns out that no
tion is symmetric, i. e.,' .if o:Qe defines right-combitl.atorial rings with respect
to right unitary R-modules, then R is left-combinatorial if and only if R is
right-eombinatorial.

The function AR is the (left) partition function of R. We introduce a radical
K(R), the intersection of all ideals of finite index in R, and establish several
of its properties. In theorem 10 we identity those rings R for which
K (R) =0. We observe that if k. is ieft-combinatorial 'and if S=RfK (R), then
AR=AS' Thus in Problem B we have a result involving K(R). The function
AR is multiplicative, i. e., if '(m, It) =1, then AR(mn) =AR(m) AR(n).
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Let AR*(m) denote the number of non-isomorphic indecomposable modules M
such that IMI =m. Here we let AR*(I) =1, i e., we count 0 as an indeco
mposable module. This function is the second partition function of R. In
Theoreml we show that there is a fixed relation, i. e. independent of the ring
R, between AR and AR*. Thus knowledge. about one yields knowledge about
the other. In Theorem 2 we relate AR and AS, where S=R", the complete
ring of matrices with coefficients in R. In Theorem 3 we relate AR and AA' AB.
where R=AEf)B is the direct sum of rings. In Theorem 7 we identify those
rings R such that AR(I) =1 and AR(m) =0 otherwise. In Theorem 8 we
identify those rings R such that AR(m)::; 1 for all m.

At least in these cases the combinatorial conditions are algebraically identi
fiable, contributing to information about both Problem A and Problem B.

We believe that further investigation of these problems would provide
opportunities for an interesting blending of results from ring theory and the
theory of partitions Or more generally combinatorics.

Some properties of partition functions.

If IMI =m, and m=ab, where (a, b) =1 and a2:2, b2:2, then M=aM$
bM, and by the fundamental theorem of abelian groups aM=I=O, bM=I=O, so
that M is not indecomposable, and AR*(m) =0.

Also, since given M, with IMI =m, this decomposition is unique with IbMI
=a, laMI =b, it follows that AR(m) =AR(a) AR (b) , i. e., the function AR is
a multiplicative function.

Since any finite R-module M is obviously Artinian and Noetherian, it
follows by the Krull-Schmidt theorem that if M=M1Ef)···Ef)Mk=N1Ef)···Ef)NI,
with the M i and N j indecomposable R-modules, then k=l and without loss of
generality Mi=Ni for all i, 1::; i::; k.

Since modules MEf)N and NEf)M are isomorphic, the connection between
the functions AR* and AR can be described completely by the following sche
me. Similar schemes are discussed in another paper by the author [3J.

Let P be the set of positive integers and define products pk X pk -4 P as
follows:

Thus n(e) is equal to the number of ordered partitions of n-l into e+ 1
non-negative integers.
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If f: P ~ PU to} is any function whatsoever, we define

(el> •••• el) X f(nb •••• nl) = (el> ••., el) X (f(nl)' •••, f(nl».

where 0<")=0. Thus, e. g.• if AR*: p~ PU to} is defined as above, and
nl>"2>···>nl, then

(elt •••• el) X AR* ("l> ···"1) =AR* (nl) <"l)···AR* ("1) <"1).

is the number of R-modules M such that M has el+···+el indecomposable
direct summands of which precisely ej direct summands contain nj elements.
and where we use the convention that if AR*(";) =0.

(el> •••• e~ X lR*(nb •••• ,,~ =0.

That this is So follows from the argument given in [3, p.l64] or a sequence
of straight forward observations.···

We shall call a vector n in pi cascading if ;i= (nb Tl2, •••• "1) with nl>T12>

•••>nl. A logarithmic bipartition of m is a pair (e, n) E piXpi, for so~e k:·

such that n is casCading and such that -;Ifn=m.

Thus, if we consider the sum over alliogarithinic bipartitions of m.· I:;nlI':';"
eX n,then this number is xR(m), the number of R-modules, M such that

lR*
IMI =m. In other words, our "functional equation" involving AR and A:R* is
the following:

IR(::) = I::~llR(m)z'"

=I::=l(I:;ni=meXAR* n)zm.

For arbitary functions f:P~ P, let us denote by Df:P~P the function
CDf) (m) = I:;nlI=m eXfn. We want to invert this expression, i. e."we want, to
find polynomials g..(Xb···,X.) for all m,such thatf(m)=gm(Df(!),Df(2),···,
Df(m». Since .Df(!) = f(1). it suffices to take gl (XI) =XI' Suppose now
that g,,(Xb •••• XI) has.been defined for k<m. .

Now. Df(m) = L;nlI=m eXfn=lXfm+ I:;nlI=m eXfn, where the sum I:*

runs over all logarithmic bipartitioDs elfn= m with e* (1), whence n:#= (m).

Hence Df(m) f(m) + I:*;nn=m eXfn and f(m) =Df(m) - I:enn~;" tXi~.

For polynomials ¢>(Xb •••, xm). define .
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Thus also, ifl(Xt, •••; x;") <e) = (¢(X1o .", x:) +e-1). "
Now f(n;)"' g~!ftJj(l), ..., Df(n.» has been defined for ni<m, and thus:.

eXft.=glJl (Df(I) , ···,D/(nl» <el)···g"i(Df(I), ···Df(ni)) Cei).

If we let ;X; gal (X1o ···X,,) Ce1)···g"i (X1o "., X"i) Cei), then it follows readily
that

is ths desired polynomial.
We notice that gm(Xb "., xm) is:"independent of the function f and that the

polynomials gt(Zl), g2(X1oX2), .~. etcetera, can be computed directly.
Of oounre, if we define Df:P-+P by f>f(m)=gm(f(l),···,f(m», then

lJD./=DD/ f, so that in": particular, regarding AR and AR* as functions
from P"lO P, we have:

lR*('z) = I:::=lAR*(m)Zm= I:::'=lgm(lR(l), ·:·AR(m) )zm.

We have proven the following theorem.

TIIKOREM 1: Suppose that R is lZ ring and that AR* is a finite number for
ed jItJsiIiw integer m. Then lR(m) is a finite number for each m and ,{R=
D11l.*. Cmn!tn-sely, if AR(m) is finite for each m, then AR* (m) is finite for
esdE m _. ~..*=DAR.

Hence we refer of course to the notation just developed.
~ also that AR (1) ...:.. (1) X OR*(1) ) = AR.* (1), i. e., we count 0 as an

imdeoomposablemodule.

s..e examples:

(a) H R" Z, the ring of integers, then AR*(P.) =1 and AR*(m) =0 if m
is~1lIlOt the power of a prime. It is.alsotruethat AR(Plel···Pli)=1t(el)···-;r:(ei),
where 1t(a) is the number of partitions of the integer a. Thus, AR* is the
characteristic function of the powers of the primes and we obtain a relation
1!letw'een this characteristic function and" products of partition functions via
tire opetaDs D and D.

t(Il») If R=Z/ (pn), where Z is" the ring of integers and P is a prime, then
tJJre imlecomWsable modules are 0," Z/ (P), Z/ (J?), .. ', Zj (?), so that AR*(l)
~111.*(p)=iR*(J?) =···=AR*(p")-':'l, and AR*(m) =0 otherwise.

(e) Let T 2 (S) be the ring of 2X2 matrices X with coefficients in S, such
that X12 =O. i.e., T 2 (S) is the collection of lower triangular matrices with
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coefficients in S. Let R= T 2 (Z/ (pn)) and let k be any positi:v~ integer~' H :11

;;:::4, then there is an indecomposable R-moc:lule with a minimal generating
set of 3k elements. In particular", R is ,a finite ring with an infinite number
of indecomposables. Of course if R is finite, then AR*(m) and AR(m) ate
finite for each integer m~ .

This example is discJ,1ssed in MacD9nald [1; p.226J aJ?d is due to Brenner.
SiIDilarly, if n~3~ then R T2 (Z/ (?jf has only afinit~ n~ber of isomor
phism claSses of fimtely generatedin,deoo;01pO.Sable ~-mOdules. Inimrticular,
~:=lAR*(m)<oo'in,this,ca~e.Ulls,exainplels 9iScussed in [1; p.243J.,'

Cd) Let G be the direci:proouct of tw~ cyclic'~upso£ order p and let k
be' a finite field of cltaracteristic p. Then ii.n is a positive integer, keG],
the group algebra, ~as an i:rideco1p.p()~hl~module' of k-diinension 2n+ 1. Thus
in thi~ case AR*(p21i+lY~t This"~pie,' is' 'also diScussed in MacDonald
[l; p. 228J and is due,1p Heller and Reiner. '

. ,'.'., . . . . .

Along the lines. 'Of ,'genE?ral theory' :we prov~, the following relatively simple
result.

, ~. ~ ..

THEOREM 2:' Let R be Ii' left' combi1iatoriat ring, and let R' be 'tki complete
ring of nXn matrices over R. Then;· there is a bijection between the class of
R-~dules M s,uch that IMI =m and the class of R,;-modules M* suCh that
1M* I=m". This bijection milps iiulecomposabie R-modules to indecomPosable
R -modules and converselj. lit-particular, Rn is also a left cotTtbinatorial riJzg." " " '

, Furthermore, , it follows that AR,,*(mn~: A~*Cm) and' AR,,(mn) =A~(m).

Proof: Given an R-module lv.f, let Mn= {(mh •.., m,,) IM;EM}. Then M"
can be regarded as an R,,-module hy' definhtg (r;j) (mh "'~'m,,)'='(wl>"';w,,)
where W;= ~j:lr;jmj.

Conversely, given an .R,,-moduJe N" let M, Eu N=E12N=···=E1"N, where
Eij is thE:. matrix' with. i in Position, (i, j) and 0;s elsewhere. Then it is ~~y
to see th~t for each R-'~Odule M, M~EllMn as R-modules. Moreover, for
each R,,-module N, the mapping f:N ~ (EllN)" defined by f(x) . (Ellx,
E12X, ••• , E1"x) is an R,,~isomorpPisJ?l.. ' . ,,.,

If N=N1fBN2 and if M; 'c'orresponds to":N; iil'the fa~hioni~dicatedabove,
,then M=M1tBM2 corresponds to N. Similarly if Nl~N2; then Ml~M2 as
well. It follows that if we 'let M* be N, then the statements for the theorem
have been demonstrated.

The following theorem is along .the same lines and also proven without
difficulty. . -

THEOREM 3: Let R=R1fBR2 be a direct sum of rings. Then R isa left
,combinatorial ring if and only if both R1 and R 2 are left combinatorial. rings.
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Furthermore, wilen this is tile ease,

.. lR(m)=~tll.1Rl(d)lRz(mld).

Similarly,
1R*(m) = ~tll.1Rl*(d)lRz*(mld).

Proof. Suppose that M is an R-module. We let MI=RtM. Then, M=
M1E9M2 as a direct sum of abelian groups. Now R2M1=0 and R1M2=0, and
thus M RM=RIMlffJR2M2=MlE9M2' ie., Ml is naturally an Rt-module.
Hence, each R-module determines an ordered pair (MI , M2) of abelian groups,
where M i is an R,module. Conversely, let M l be an arbitrary Rrmodule,
1=1,2 and define an R-module M by M-M1E9M2, with (rl+r2) (ml+m2)
=rlml+r2fn2, with rleRt, m/EM,. It follows readily that this mapping is
a "bijection' in that the constructions given.are inverses of one another (up
to isomorphism). Hence if M1 is an Rcmodule with d elements and M2 is
an R2-modulewith mid elements, then M is an R-module with d(mld) =m
elements.

The first formula is now immediate. H M=AE9B, as R-modules, .:hen
M1=A1E9Blt M2=A.2E9~, and M=(AIE9~)E9(BIE9B2)'

H M is indecomposable-as an R-Ill~.'.n:it"follows,that.both M1 and M2

are indecomposable as R1 aDd R~-mOdUI;;;- rEiSpectively. IndOOd,' supPose
M1=A1E9Blt without loss of geneIaIity. Then M=M1EDM2=(A1EDM2)E9
(B1E90) is a nontrivial cmect sum decomposition of M as a direct sum. of
R-modules. The second formula follows.

Thus. e.g., if R 1=R2=S=Z/CP"), then if R=R1E9R2,

1R*(r) = ~~=els* (p,) ls* (1""-/),

where t=min(..m), and where ls*{p1) =1 if and only if O~j~n, byex
ample (h). Observe the difference between this example and example (c)
above.

80JDe P1'8perties preserved UDder epimorp:b.isJns.

Given a function f with. domain containing a subset S of the positive integ
IS and range the plSitive~ let Rf(S) he the class of all rings R such
that lR(m) <f(m) for all positive integers meSo

Suppose that t/J:Rc+R2 is a (ring)epimorphism. H M is an R2-module,
then defining rm=t/J(r)m for rERb it follows that M is an Rcmodule.
Notice that t/J(Ltl)=l~and.lRlm-l~m, so that we Operate within our
.initial instructiomL. .

Now, using this mechaniSm, 'it follows that if M1 and M 2 are isomorphic
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as R2-modules, then they are also isomorphic as Rcmodules. On the other
hand, if· they are not isomorphic as R2-modules, they are not isomorphic as
Rcmodules. Indecomposability is handled the same way. Accordingly it fo
llows that if AR1(m) is bounded, then so is AR2(m) and AR2(m) ::;;AR1{1n).
Similarly, if AR1*(m) is bounded, then so is AR/(m) and· AR2*(m) ::;;AR

1
*(m).

THEOREM 4: Suppose that ¢:R1~ R2 is a (ring) epimorphism. Then if
Rf(S) is as defined above and if R1ERf(S), R2 ERf (S) as well. Furthermore,
if R 1 is left combinatorial, then R2 is left combinatorial.

Proof: The proofs of the statements in this theo~ are all easy conseque
nces of the observations made above, along with the definitions of various
sets.

Abstractly, we may think of every class Rf(S) as a class of rings having
certain properties in common, i. e., those defining the class. This way we
obtain a large class of properties 'closed' under taking epimorphic images.
The class of left combinatorial rings is closed under direct sums, the forming
of complete matrix rings and under taking epimorphic images. Thus it has
much in common with a variety of rings, except that we do not require that
the class be closed under formation of direct products (an 'infinite' ope
ration) , and that we do not require that the class be closed under formation
of subrings, since we do not know whether this is actually the case for left
combinatorial rings, or the circumstances under which this might follows.

A radical for rings.

Suppose that R is a ring. Suppose that F is the collection of all ideals of
R of finite index, i. e., F consists of all ideals I of R such that R/I is finite.
Then, we define K(R), to be the intersection K(R) = n {IIIEF}. Notice
that if K(R) =R, then R contains no proper ideal of finite index and con
versely. Thus, e. g., if Q is the field of rationals, then K(Q) =Q. On the
other hand, if Z is the ring of integers, then K(Z) = (0). Indeed, if m::;t:O,
and if n> Iml, then m$. (n).

THEOREM 5: Given any ring R, K(RfK(R» =0.

Proof: If K(R)=R, then R/K(R)=O and K(R/K(R»=K(O) =0.

On the other hand, if K(R) ::;t:R, then R has proper ideals of finite index.
If R=R/K(R), then clearly K(R) is the image of K(R) in R, that is,
K(R) =0.

Thus, according to theorem 5~ K(R) behaves precisely like a radical
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should. We note that if R" is the complete ring of .nXn-matrices .lover R,
then K(R,,) =K(R)". Indeed, every ideal of finite index in R" is of thefonri
I", where I is an ideal of finite index in R..

Similiary, if R=R1e:JR2, then K(R) =K(R1) e:JK(R2), since every ideal I
of R is of the form [=I1e:JI2, where Ii is an ideal of Ri• In particular, the
.class of rings R such that K(R) =0 is closed under formation of complete
matrix rings, and direct sums.

If I is any ideal of Rand R = R/I, then K (R) has as complete inverse
image in R, the" ideal KR (I) which is the intersection of all ideals J of
finite index in R containing I. Cleaely K(R)=O if and only if I=~R(I).

We shall refer-to such ideals as K-radical ideals. Notice that every ideal 1
of finite index is obviously a K -radical ideal. .;

The assumption that K(R) =0 in the case of left combinatorial rings is a
reasonable' simplification in the light of the following theorem.

THEOREM 6: The ring R is left combinatorial if and only if R=R/K(R)
is left combinatorial. Furthermore AR=AR and AR*=AR*'

Proof: If M is any finite R-moduIe, then the annihilator of M is an ideal
of finite index. Indeed, if IMj =m, and if I is this annihilator ideal, then
M is a faithful R/l-module and the mapping from R/I to the left multiplica
tions is an injection into MM, Le., IR/II:::;;m-.

In particular, since K(R) <;;.1, we may regard M as an R-module with
annihilator l/K(R). The finite R-modules Ml and M2 ane R-isomorphic if
and only if they are R-isomorphic as R-modules, since they have the same
annihilator ideal containing K (R) when they are considered as R-moduIes.
In particular this sets up a bijection between R-isomorphism classes and
R-isomorphism classes of modules M with IMI =m, i. e., AR(m) =AR(m) if
one or the other is finite. Since this mapping also preserves decomposability
it follows that AR*(m) =AR*(m) as well.

Some classes Rf identified

We divide the class of rings into two classes. . R is of class 1 if R contains
proper ideals of finite index, whence R=l:-K(R). Otherwise R is of class 2.

R is of class 1 if and only if R contains left ideals L of finite index. If R
is of class 2 and if S is an epimorphic image of R, then S is of class 2,
i e., the collection of rings of class 2 is closed under epimorphic images. H
R=R1e:JR2, then R is of class 2 if and only if R1 and R 2 are of classes 2.
Furthermore, R" is of class 2 if and only if R is of class 2. If R is of
class 2, then R is trivially a combinatorial ring, since AR(1) =1 and if m>l,
~k~=~' .
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Furthermore, suppose that AR{I) =1 and that if m>l,then lR(m) =0.
Then, if I is an ideal of finite index, it follows that IRII I= 1~ ie., 1=R,
whence K (R) = Rand R is of class 2.

We thus have rather easily:

THEOREM 7: If f is the function UJith f(l) =1 and f(m}=O otherwise, then
R f consists of the collection of rings of class 2, i. e., the collecticn of rings
which do not contain proper ideals of finite index. '

Next we consider the class of rings R such that AR{m) ~1 for all positive
integers m. Thus if g(m) =1 for all positive integers m, then the class of
rings we are concerned with is Rg=RI. If ReRI we .shall call R a left-one
nng.

Obviously all divion rings are examples of left-one rings.
Now suppose R is a left-one ring let the sequence {ml<m2<···} be the se

quence of integers m21 such that for all i~1, there is an irreducible R
module M j with IMi I=mi·

If M is any finite R-module, and if M is not irreducible and if N is a
proper submodule of M, if follows. that M=N(J)M/N, Since both are R
modules of the same cardinality. By continuing this process we may decom
pose M=NI(J)···(jJNI uniquely as a direct sum of (finite) irreducible submo
dules.

In particular, if R is finite and a left-one ring, then R=I1EB···(J)II is the
direct sum of irreducible left ideals, whence R is a semi-simple Artinian
ring. In particular R=Fba1EB···EBF1,,,,, where Fi ,,,; is the complete ring of
niXncmatrices over the field Fi.

If F is a (finite) field, then F admits only one irreducible module, viz.,
F. By theorem 2 it follows that F" admits only one irreducible module, viz.,
M, consisting of all matrices X with Xij=O if 2~j~n. -

If R=Fhn1EB···EBFI,,,,, and if Fi contains qi elements, then we have a se
quence {ml=qln1<m2=q2"2<···<ml=qfl} without loss of generality. Now
the numbers {mb ••., ml} must have the property that m=mlel···mf,=mlfl···ml,
implies el=fb ···,el=fl.

Indeed, in this case lR(m) ~1, since M=MI(J)···EBMIEB···EBMj(J)···(J)M1,

where there are ei copies of M i , yields IMI =m{l···mfl.
Obviously, this happens only if i=f:j implies (qi, qj)=l, for otherwise

qi=pm, qj=pt', will allow us to construct non-isomorphic modules M I and
M2 with IMIl = IM2 1=ps, where s=am=bn.

If R is an arbitrary left-one ring, then we consider RIK(R) =R as a left
-one ring, i e., we suppose that K(R) =0.

Now if I is a maximal ideal of finite index, then RII is a finite left-one
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ring, and by the maximality of I, R/I is a complete matrix nng over a
field, R/I= (FI)am.

With R/I the associated irreducible R-module is Mb the first columns of
the matrices in (FI)a(Ih ie., as an FrsP8.reMI=Flam, where if IFII=qI,
then IMIl =q?(J). .

Next if we consider 1=11 n... nIi, where each I j is a maximal ideal of
finite index, then R/I=R/IlJ)···(J)R/lh by observing that R/I is an R/I
module and a left-one ring, which can be decomposed as above.

If R is a left-one ring and I is any ideal of finite index, then considering
M as an R/I-module, where M=R/I, we obtain M=M1Ef)···Ef)Mi , where
each M i is irreducible.

Sinre R/I is a finite left-one ring, it follows that R/I=Fh1l/fJ···(£)F1,1II as
above. Thus the Ma' $ are column-spaces in the matrix rings, and 1=11n... n
I, where I j is the inverse image of Fj,ai in R, i e., R/lj=Fj, 1Ij. Hence Ij
is an ideal which is maximal and of finite index.

Hence every ideal of finite index is the intersection of ideals of finite index
which are maximal, and whose quotients are complete matrix rings over
(finite) :fields. It follows that if I and J are maximal ideals of finite index,
and if R/I and R/J have characteristic p and q respectively, then (p, q) = 1,
since otherwise the unique factorization properties would be violated.

THEOREM 8:A ring R is a left-one ring if and only if R/K(R) is a subd
irect produet of complete matrix rings uoer finite fields of distinct ckar.acteristics
containing the identity of the direct product.

Proof: Suppose A is the collection of all maximal ideals of finite index of
the left-one ring R. If lEA, R/I=(FI)., where FI has characteristic PI,
say. Not let R*=lfIEA (R/I), ie., R*=lfIEA(FI)aI.

Now map R/K(R)=R to R* by ifJ, where ifJ(r+K(R»=lrle...(r+I).
The kernel of this mapping in R is nIEA I=K(R), whence ifJ is an injection.

Since K(R) cI, it follows that t/J·1tI:R-+R/I is in fact an epimorphism
for each lEA, where 1tI:R* -+ R/I is the standard projection. Furthermore
t/J(I) is the identity of R*. Conversely, if R/K(R) is a subdireet product of
matrix rings (FI )lII' where I ranges over A, and where T*J implies FI and
FJ have distinct characteristics, then if M is any finite irreducible R-module
and if l' is the annihilator of M, with FI the ring HomR(M, M), we have
R/1'=(Fr).I in the usual way, with M a column-space of (FI)",.

In particular, if PI is the characteristic of M=Mr. then 1MI =p
1

m for
some m, and sinre there is no possible duplication, lR(m) ::;:1, i. e., R is a
left-one ring as asserted. The theorem follows.

A left-one ring R of the type K (R) =0 may have ideals of 'infinite in-
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dex'. Thus, let R=1r pZ/(P), where the index p ranges over all primes p.
Also, if I="TfP=l<mod4)Z/(p), then R/I=Z/(2)ff)"TfP=3(mod3)Z/(p), whence
R/l is actually uncountable. We observe that by theorem 8, R is a commu
tative left-one ring.

Left combinatorial rings identified

Given a ring R, we shall call ideals I and J congruent if R/I and R/J
are isomorphic as rings. Congruence is an equivalence relation on the set of
ideals of R.

In this section we prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 9: A ring R is left combinatorial if and only if the congruence
classes of ideals of finite index are all finite.

Proof: Suppose R is not left combinatorial. Let m be the smallest integer
such that .ilR(m) is not defined. Let AI> •••, Al be the collection of non-isomor
phic abelian groups A with IAI =m, i. e., k=.ilz(m).

Let {Mi} ~=1 be an infinite collection of non-isomorphic R-modules with
IM i I= m. Then, without loss of generality, the M i are all defined on the
same abelian group A. Let Ii be the annihilator of Mi. Since M i is a fai
thful R/I,module, we may regard R/Ii as a subset of AA, using the identi
fication of R/Ii with left multiplication maps.

Note that even if 11=12, we may have R/l1 and R/I2 mapped onto the
same subset of AA in different ways or R/I1 and R/I2 may be mapped onto
different subsets of AA. I

Since the maximum index of Ii is mtR
, we may assume without loss of

generality that all ideals Ii have the same index k -.:;;, m"'.
Now, the number of ideals equal to 11 in this circumstance is at most

k!(~IlI), the number of ways to map a set of k (labelled) elements to a set

of mill elements. .
Since this is finite, we may assume that no other ideal among the Ii is

equal to II> and similarly for the other ideals. Thus, since the number of
subsets with k elements is finite, ~e may suppose that all rings R/Ii are
mapped to precisely the same subset of AA. But this means that R/It ~R/12

~ ••. , i. e., the ideals {Ii} 7=1 are all congruent and of the same finite index.
Hence there is at least one infinite congruence class of ideals of finite index.

If {Ii} 7=1 is an infinite congruence class of ideals of finite index, then
{Mi=R/Ii} 7=1 is an infinite collection of non-isomorphic R-modules with IMil
=m= IR/Ii I for each i. In particular, ilR(m) is not left combinatorial. The
theorem follows.
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• CoROLLARY 1: A ring R is kftcombinatorial, if, and only if R is right
combinatorial.

Proof: This. is obvious since the identifying condition involves only two
sided ideals.

From theorem 9 it is clear how one may construct a ring R which has
an infinite number of indecomposable' :R":'mOduIeS' M all co~tai.fiing the same
finite number of elements. Indeed, let F bea finite field and let R=FN,
where N is the set of positive integers with addition and multiplication
component wise. The irreducible R-modules in question are M; = F. obtained.
by taking all functions f: N--"'F with f(j) =0 if j =1= i~, ..

Rings R with K(R) =0 identified'

If K (R) =0, then 0 is the intersection of all ideals of finite index. Let
{[lbeA be this family of .ideals. It ,p:R--"'lr ).(R/I).) =R* is giveri 'hy,p(r) =

If ). (r+11), then if> is a in~omorphism and ,p (R) contains the identity of R •
. Furthermore, if 7C).:R*-R/I). is the projection epimorphism, then t/> o7C).:

R--"'~/ I). is the natural epimorphism, whence R is a subdirect product of finite
rings {R).=R/I).} ).eA.

Conversely, if {Rl}le~ isa fainily of infinite rings and tjJ:R-lf).R).=R* a
monomorphIsm such that tjJ(R) contains the identity of R* and such that t/>07Cl.
:R-Rl is an epimorphism, where 1Cl:R* --'" R l is the standard projection,
tlten K(R) k n111' where for all AEA, Il=tjJ-l(KeNC~=tjJ-l(Ker7Cl nt/>(R» is
an ideal of finite index since R l ' Rill •

Since xEK(R) implies 1Ct/J(X) =0 and thus that ¢(x) =0, K(R) =0 since
tjJisamon~orphism. '

We have therefore proven the following theorem.

THEOREM 10: If R is n ring, then K(R) =0 if and only if R is a subdirect
product of finite rings which contains the identity of the direct product of these
rings.

. Remarks

Suppose F is a finite field and suppose R is an extension field of degree n
over F. Suppose S is the complete ring of nXn-matrices over F. Then
lR:I'(rn) =As*(m) for all m, since both Rand Sadmit essentially one inde
comosable (irreducible) mo(lule, viz., R itself and a minimal left ideal of S.
From theorem 1 it follows that AR=DAR*=DAs*=k, ,so that combinatorially
R and S are equivalent,. although they are not isomorphic. Indeed, Rand
S do not even contain the same number of elements.
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On the other hand, R and S are not unrelated either.
If Fq denotes the finite field with q elements, let R = Ifp1f iFpi, where p

ranges over all primes and i ranges over all positive integers. Then l.R* (jj) = 1
and l.R* (m) =0 otherwise. Therefore l.R=AZ, so that again R and Z are
combinatorially equivalent, although the rings are by no means isomorphic.

The problem of determining when precisely left-combinatorial rings R and
Shave AR=.ilS, has at least a solution in the case AR(l) =1, AR(m)=O other
wise, as is described in theorem 7.

One may also derive general observations concerning this problem such as
the following consequence of theorem 3. If R=AEf)B,· and if AA=AB, with
l.R(m) *0 for some integer m>l, then AA.(m) =0 for all m>l, that is, A=
K(A), whence K(R)=K(B)Ef)A and R/K(R)=B/K(B).

It seems reasonable therefore to investigate this problem, since it appears
neither trivial nor totally impossible to handle.

The functions AR are multiplicative functions. Evidently this class of mul
tiplicative functions is rather a large class, a subset of the class of all multi
plicative functions. The question is open to determine conditions on a multi
plicative function A to guarantee that it is of the from l=lR for some ring
R, and conversely to determine conditions on a multiplicative function l
which are necessary if A= AR for some ring R.
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